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Students will identify and follow rules, 
routines and procedures for safety in a 
variety of activities” Physical Education 
Program of Studies, Alberta Learning, 
2000.
s� 3TUDENTS�CAN�IDENTIFY�RULES�FOR�COMPLETING�

the school quest in ways that will not 
disturb other students and staff

s� 3TUDENTS�CAN�SAFELY�
and respectfully 
orienteer around the 
school

ORIENTATION 
ROTATION
Provide each pair of 
students their map from 
the previous class and 
have them both hold onto it as they stand with their map facing north. Ensure each pair has 
enough space to move safely around their map, standing up and sitting down. Explain that 
STUDENTS�ARE�FAMOUS�EXPLORERS�WHO�ARE�TRAINING�FOR�THEIR�NEXT�EXPEDITION��#ALL�OUT�ANY�ONE�OF�
the four cardinal directions; i.e., north, east, south, west, and have students move around 
THEIR�MAP�TO�STAND�FACING�THE�APPROPRIATE�DIRECTION��)NTERSPERSE�THE�FOLLOWING�COMMANDS��
water - students sit facing each other, holding hands and “row” back and forth; bear - mimic 
climbing a tree; hide - drop to the floor in a front prone position and then pop back up; run 
- run on the spot; mountain - on hands and feet in push-up position, extend one leg straight 
BACK�AND�BEND�THE�OTHER�UNDER�THE�CHEST��ALTERNATE��!FTER����MINUTES�OF�EXPLORER�TRAINING��
let the class know that they are ready for their next adventure. 

Clues that students are achieving 
the outcome…

     Safety First! 
For safety, equipment, and supervision considerations when planning 
INDOOR�PHYSICAL�ACTIVITIES��SEE�PAGES������IN�h3AFETY�'UIDELINES�FOR�
0HYSICAL�!CTIVITY�IN�!LBERTA�3CHOOLSv��!LBERTA�#ENTRE�FOR�)NJURY�#ONTROL�
AND�2ESEARCH��!#)#2	��������www.acicr.ualberta.ca.

Warm It Up

Lesson 2 of 6

Orienteering
EQUIPMENT
classroom maps from lesson 1 » maps of the 
SCHOOL�WITH������MARKED�LOCATIONS�w�QUESTION�
list (see below) » bag of carrots for “treasure” 

RELATED RESOURCES
s� 4EACHING�/RIENTEERING��3ECOND�%DITION�

�,2#��������	��#��-C.EILL�ET�AL��������
www.lrc.education.gov.ab.ca

Do it Daily…For Life!
Effort
3AFETY� $���	�
'OAL�3ETTING� 
0ERSONAL�#HALLENGE
Active Living in   
#OMMUNITY
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SCHOOL QUEST
Be sure to take into account the abilities of all students when 
planning learning opportunities and incorporate variations 
as needed to ensure learning and success for all. Provide 
A�SCHOOL�MAP�AND�QUESTION�SHEET�TO�EACH�GROUP�OF����
STUDENTS��/RIENT�THE�STUDENTS�TO�THE�MAP�AND�IDENTIFY�SOME�
basic features as a large group; e.g., the classroom, gym, 
OFlCE��LIBRARY��%XPLAIN�THAT�THERE�ARE������LOCATIONS�MARKED�ON�THE�MAP�THAT�CORRESPOND�WITH�
the question sheet. The answer to each question can only be found by finding the appropriate 
LOCATION��E�G���(OW�MANY�POSTERS�ARE�ON�THE�WINDOW�OF�THE�GRADE��!�CLASSROOM��(OW�MANY�
WINDOW�PANES�ON�THE�SCHOOL�OFlCE�DOOR��7HAT�IS�THE�HEALTHIEST�OPTION�AT�THE�SCHOOL�STORE��!SK�
students to identify some basic rules and safety procedures they should adhere to as they search 
for the controls around the school; e.g., talk quietly, walk only, do not enter any classrooms, do 
NOT�DISTURB�STAFF��#OLLECTIVELY�ESTABLISH�EXPECTATIONS�
4ELL�STUDENTS�THEY�NEED�TO�BE�BACK�IN�THE�CLASSROOM����MINUTES�BEFORE�THE�END�OF�CLASS��4HEIR�
task is to answer as many questions as possible within that time frame. Explain that they will 
not be able to get to all of the locations, so they must determine a strategy to answer as many 
questions as possible and be back in the classroom on time. Allow the students to move safely 
around the school to find the locations and answer the questions. Remind them to keep their 
maps oriented and to stay together with their group. Be sure to inform the rest of your staff about 
the activity beforehand!

     Safety First! 
For safety, equipment, and supervision 
considerations when planning indoor 
PHYSICAL�ACTIVITIES��SEE�PAGES������IN�
h3AFETY�'UIDELINES�FOR�0HYSICAL�!CTIVITY�
IN�!LBERTA�3CHOOLSv��!LBERTA�#ENTRE�FOR�
)NJURY�#ONTROL�AND�2ESEARCH��!#)#2	��
������www.acicr.ualberta.ca. 

Whoop It Up

STRATEGY 
IDENTIFICATION
As the students return to 
class, ask each team to 
identify one strategy they 
used to be successful 
and one safety rule 
they followed. When all 
students have returned, 
ask each group to share 
their strategies and 
reward them each with 
a carrot (treasure from 
the King or Queen for 
successful exploration!). 

Wrap It Up


